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Lead for Loyalty
Achieve the leadership
needed to inspire
employees and customers
to a hopeful future.

Lost in Translation
An industry expert
points out that “You can’t
manage what you can’t
communicate.”

Applying the Data
The next steps in discover
ing and deploying consumer
insights to transform
engagement.
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Towards Transformation
Today’s forward-thinking marketers are increasingly aware of the
power of gaining customer insights through understanding data.
But transforming business — traditionally product-centric and
silo-based — towards customer-centricity means embarking on a
journey that will create shifts across the entire enterprise. Join us
on that trek — the journey to Enterprise Loyalty.
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L O Y A LT Y V A L U E

What About the Shareholders?
+

KYLE MURRAY with JIM SULLIVAN

Don’t worry — shareholders are bullish on Enterprise Loyalty.

Research shows that refocusing on employee engagement as a driver of customer loyalty, reducing
variability in both employee and customer attitudes towards the firm, and taking a “wholeenterprise” approach, can unleash significant sources of largely untapped economic value. Senior
management can build attractive shareholder returns through an Enterprise Loyalty strategy.

Thirty years ago, Motorola had enjoyed early success
in the promising new field of mobile cellular communications. Yet, the precision demanded of manufacturing and assembling hand-held phones required
more granular measurement than Motorola’s thenKyle Murray is Director of

current “defects per thousand items” standard. So a

the School of Retailing

Motorola engineer named Bill Smith invented “Six

and Associate Professor of

Sigma” — a quality measurement and improvement

Marketing, University of

program that focused on controlling a process to six

Alberta.

standard deviations from a centerline, or 3.4 defects
per million items.
Six Sigma was a value-creating method that reduced
process variation against customer expectations for
quality. Motorola figures it had saved $16 billion from
using Six Sigma in its first 15 years alone. Countless
manufacturing firms the world over have embraced
Six Sigma as economic gospel, and the quality and
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value of manufactured goods have improved radically
as a result.
In the next 10, or 20, or 30 years, how will firms in
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Now consider that since that time, our economy has

the service economy create the kind of value Six

shifted from manufacturing to services. In 1978,

Sigma delivered for manufacturers? Is there a similar

manufacturing accounted for about 42% of U.S. GDP.

source of value — currently locked up in excess cost

Services now make up 80% of GDP, and account for

and poor quality — that retail, financial services,

82% of non-farm jobs.

travel and hospitality, and other service firms can

To view this article online, go to
www.colloquy.com/elip-v1i1-shareholders

touched every level of the organization. A similar
approach is needed to address the current crisis of
distrust and disengagement among customers and
employees.
Focal Point | Building Stakeholder Value
Studies show the share-value power of loyal employees
• Enterprise Loyalty can drive stock value of product
and service organizations the way Six Sigma drove stock
value of tech companies.

Value destroyed — disengagement and distrust

In its annual nationwide poll, The Gallup Organization recently reported that fully 75% of employees
surveyed are either not engaged or actively disengaged
at work, meaning they don’t really care about their

• High employee engagement, loyalty and satisfaction

employer or its mission. Gallup describes these people

are key drivers in the Enterprise Loyalty impact,

as either “going through the motions” or “actively

studies show.

disengaged and infecting their co-workers with

• Engaged employees lead to consumer “emotional

negativity.” Further, fewer than one in three employees

advocacy”—critical because studies show that “rationally

trusts senior leaders to do what is right in a crisis.

loyal” customers perform no better than “dissatisfied”

Worst of all, these worrisome trends had been building

customers.

for at least the decade prior to the 2008 meltdown,

• True loyalty emerges from the inside out, as an “attractive
reaction” to the customer’s value perception of your brand.

solidifying with every new corporate scandal (not to
mention downsizing, off-shoring, and the effects of
recession itself). As a result, within many companies,
employee emotional investment, trust in leadership,

take aim at? Bet on it. In fact, invest in it. It’s called

devotion to the cause, alignment with peers, and

Enterprise Loyalty.

support for customers are all casualties.

Enterprise Loyalty is also a value-creation strategy.

This is a vast energy crisis, and a waste of productive

It recognizes that the great well of untapped value

capacity and human potential. And yet, within every

in most firms, especially those in services, lies in

crisis lies opportunity. Business leaders who work

reducing the variation in employee engagement and

to restore trust, full engagement, and loyalty as the

customer loyalty, ranging from excellent to awful

pillars of their enterprises will tap a huge reservoir of

across individuals, teams, and locations within the

upside value.

same firm. Reducing or eliminating this variability is
the next frontier in creating superior shareholder

Recent academic and industry research provides the

returns. Management teams that understand this fact

key to unlock this value:
Reignite employee engagement

Prior to the implementation of Total Quality

If charity begins at home, loyalty seems to begin at the

Management (TQM) and Six Sigma, poor product

office. So says research from Gallup and other industry

quality represented a serious threat to sustainable

observers. In 2005, Gallup studied how a company’s

economic growth and corporate profitability.

overall engagement with employees correlated with its

Business leaders responded by implementing rigor-

financial performance. Gallup had long known that high

ous, systematic and data-driven solutions that

levels of employee engagement correlated to better
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will be the ones who win — big — for all stakeholders.

I N D E X I N G LOYA LT Y C A P I TA L

In a now-classic statistical study, Human resources
management firm Watson Wyatt (now Towers Watson)
developed the “Human Capital Index” (HCI). Using a
proprietary statistical formula and based on a 0-100 scale,
the Index was correlated to return on shareholder
investment. Three studies, from April 1996 to April 2001,
produced “a complete respondent base of more than
750 companies in the United States, Canada and Europe
with at least three years of shareholder returns, 1,000 or
more employees and a minimum of $100 million in
revenues or market value.” Correlations revealed that the
higher the company’s HCI score, the higher the company’s
return — results that, as discussed below, have been
supported in other studies.

performance at the business unit level, but this was

proportions of U.S. and international companies.

the first time they had looked at data at the corporate
enterprise level. For the study, they turned to their

The EPS growth rate of top-quartile organizations

Q system, which measures employees’ emotional

(relative to the industry peers) was 2.6 times that of

and cognitive commitment to their companies. Review

below-average organizations. This difference in EPS

of the Q database (with employee engagement data

growth rate illustrates one of the principal shareholder

from 4.5 million employees in 332 organizations)

benefits of building a critical mass of engaged employees.
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allowed Gallup to select 89 companies that met the following criteria, set in place to get a clean read of the data:

Other notable research backs up Gallup’s findings with
very similar results. A study conducted in 2007 by

• To facilitate gathering financial data, the companies
were publicly traded

global human resource development firm, found that

• Similarly, the studied companies’ competitors were

shareholders could do over twice as well investing in

publicly traded — again, for access to data, and to

companies who made employee engagement a priority.

enable comparison with similar organizations within

Specifically, the Vanderbilt study found that a hypo-

the studied companies’ industries

thetical investor who in 1998 had purchased the stocks

• Gallup had surveyed the entire company and not just
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Vanderbilt University and Hewitt and Associates, a

of publicly traded companies that showed up on

a portion of it, so the numbers would reflect a total

Fortune’s 2007 list of 100 Best Companies to Work For

employee view and allow accurate comparisons to

and held them for ten years would have received an

company-level earnings

average annual return of 18.9%, more than double the
8.4% return of the S&P 500 over that decade.

After pulling the financial data and industry comparables of these 89, Gallup assigned the companies

Connect with customers through a

into the top quartile of the Q database (the Study

connected front line

group) and the bottom half of Gallup’s database

Engaged employees create a range of hard-dollar

(the Contrast group). Each group reflected similar

financial benefits, including lower costs from lower

12
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turnover and more effective teamwork. They also help

unmanaged. That’s a critical priority to address in a

drive top-line revenue and loyalty as they engage cus-

service business. Why? Because in those locations where

tomers on the front lines of sales, client account man-

both employees and customers are committed to the

agement, customer service and support, and service

brand together, business is twice as good as in loca-

delivery. All of this is very rational, but research suggests

tions where either employees or customers are

that the emotional connection between employees

engaged, but not both. And it’s 3 to 6 times higher

and customers is the single critical element to consider

than in those locations where neither are engaged.

for both short-term profits and long-term loyalty. Based
on the research, emotional engagement is a core value
driver, the activating cause of return on investment.
Across multiple consumer categories such as retail

In those locations where both employees and customers are
committed to the brand together, business is twice as good as
in locations where either employees or customers are engaged,
but not both.

banking, lodging, airlines, and specialty retail, Gallup
has uncovered something it calls “emotional advocacy”

Given these findings, and many others supporting

among customers who are deeply connected and

them, it would not be surprising if shareholders and

engaged to certain brands. This is a distinction over

financial analysts begin investigating these factors in

“rational advocacy.” Gallup’s research shows that among

public companies, and investing in those businesses

“extremely satisfied” customers, “rationally satisfied”

with strategies centered on employee and customer

customers behave more like “dissatisfied” customers,

engagement and Enterprise loyalty.

while those who expressed emotional loyalty to the
brand were, in all cases and categories, the brands’

In this regard, loyalty can no longer be thought of as a set

most valuable customers. In the case of a large retail

of initiatives that the marketing department owns. To

bank, emotionally loyal customers account for 70%

overcome the crisis of loyalty and engagement present

more revenue and are 37% less likely to leave than

among employees in so many companies, the entire

their rationally loyal counterparts.

company must take responsibility for earning the trust
and admiration of both employees and customers. True

And that’s not all. The effects of emotional engage-

customer loyalty in a services firm depends entirely on

ment operate in two directions (employees to cus-

the quality of the customer’s engagement with employ-

tomers and back again), not just one (employee to

ees. Trying to gain the former without work on the latter

customer). That means your employees and customers,

is self-defeating. There’s an adage in business: “The

connecting emotionally as humans, affect each other’s

quickest way to kill a lousy brand is to advertise it.” True

emotional engagement levels, and create synergistic

loyalty emerges from the inside out, as an “attractive

business benefits when both are engaged together.

reaction” to the customer’s value perception of your

The problem is, these emotional connections are not

brand.

being managed as a core value driver. The effects
seem to happen almost accidentally in practice.

Enterprise Loyalty, therefore, embraces a concept of

From extensive research published in their 2007

centered on creating customer value and dedicated to

book, Human Sigma: Managing the Employee-Customer

winning the loyalty of all key stakeholders.

Encounter, Gallup scientists John Fleming and Jim
Asplund point out that there is little evidence of man-

Including shareholders. +

agerial control over the factors of employee and customer engagement. The authors explain that such a
high degree of variation exists across store and branch
locations with regard to these factors, they appear to be
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the business as a high-performance, integrated whole,

enabled the company to make changes in areas ranging
from brand communications and merchandising shifts
to targeting the youth market with a variety of initiatives.
In addition, long-term strategic decisions might include
product innovation and new product development.
Some companies have used insights to introduce a new
service or product extension within a retail store based
on what key customers are seeking, for instance, or
developed a new product within a financial services
category that high-priority customers can take advantage of. For a hotel or airline, customer insights might
assist in a long-range view of, say, how to tweak cus-

+
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tomer service upon check-in or expand personalized
concierge services over the course of a customer stay.
The journey continues beyond applying the data

The five points detailed above — the power of segmentation; using data for quick wins; moving away from a
siloed approach; taking advantage of the front lines;
and incorporating insights for long-term strategy — are
all part and parcel of the Enterprise Loyalty journey.
However, any successful customer-centric enterprise
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insights effectively, you can use your efforts to gather
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new data and go even more deeply into understanding

Commentary, interview suggestions and letters to the editor are encouraged

knows that the journey never really ends. Once you’ve
reached the point where you can apply customer

your priority customers, which leads to new insights
and applications to take your customer-centricity to
the next level.
“It continues to evolve, with the increasing volume and
breadth of data on our clients allowing us to do more
and more different types of analysis and segmentation
models to support different things,” says RBC’s Paul
Tyndall. “Looking back 10 years, for example, there
was more emphasis on incorporating external research
data because we didn’t have internal data to support
some of the types of analysis we wanted to do. But over
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LoyaltyOne, a global leader in developing and managing loyalty marketing strategies that
profitably change customer behavior. Through a team of businesses, each specializing in
a distinct loyalty discipline, LoyaltyOne designs, delivers and manages a complete suite of
loyalty marketing capabilities. The companies include:
• COLLOQUY®, a collection of publishing, education and research resources devoted to
the global loyalty-marketing industry.
• LoyaltyOne Consulting, practitioners with more than 25 years of experience designing
and implementing customer strategies for Fortune 1000 clients
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• Direct Antidote, a loyalty agency specializing in data-driven creative campaigns designed
to deliver measurable results that inspire customer loyalty and return on investment
• Precima, a consulting and analytical services firm that uses shopper insights to enable
more profitable merchandising and marketing decisions

time, we have been able to gather information and build
insights using our own data rather than relying on
external research data to map against our own client
base.” +
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